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Abstract
In this paper, as mankind develops, there are people who have
won great men and cheers every century. Great people and
popular characters can only meet with visual elements, but
they are difficult to reach audibly. If already leaving the world
to restore his voice no longer able to hear the actual voices
could accept more vivid accept their achievements and
emotions. In this thesis analyzed for speech reconstruction by
comparing the statements of similar sound and the voice of
singer Kim Gwang-seok untimely death in 1990 in order to
restore the speech signal. The similarity was confirmed by
extracting the information about the common formants of the
sound source, and the similarity was emphasized by making
additional energy. Pitch is applicable to various fields as a
structure for synthesizing speech which can be detected in a
number of ways, but is detected by using a general method to
predict the synthesis here four formant and pitch.
Keywords: Denture, Spectrum, Pronunciation, Formant,
Attachment

INTRODUCTION
As mankind develops, there are people who have won great
men and cheers every century. In the present generation, there
is also a statue built to honor these great men and to engrave
them in the heart, and memorial memorials and memorials for
great men. But these things have a lot of visual elements.
Human beings live enriched by five senses: sight, hearing,
smell, taste, touch. The deceased great men can be seen
visually, but the public wants to remember the voices of their

lives. [1] If they are already out of the world and are restoring
their voices that can no longer hear real voice, they will be
able to take their achievements and emotions more vividly. [1]
They will also be able to fill their voices with memorials or
memorial streets that have been left with only visual elements.
In this paper, we analyzed the voice based on the vocal similar
to the voice of the singer Kim Kwang Suk, The purpose of the
study is to reproduce the voices of great men and popular
figures who leave the world, so that their emotions and wills
can be grasped clearly because they can be remembered
visually as well as audibly. Chapter 2 explains the previous
research on restoration of speech signal, and Chapter 3
concludes the experiment and the results finally.

TIME-FREQUENCY DOMAIN PITCH DETECTION
METHODS
A voice is the most basic communication method used by
humans and has superior characteristics in terms of
convenience and economy compared with other methods. In
terms of information transmission of speech signals to human
beings, promptness and ease make voice a medium of
important information exchange, and speech is more
important in MMI (Man-Machine Interface) for information
exchange between humans and machines. [2] [3] [4] The pitch
period is usually known to be in the range of 2.5 to 25ms, and
the time domain detection method has a high resolution
because the range is 20 to 200 samples even when the speech
is sampled at 8 kHz. In the time domain detection method, the
pitch is detected by the decision logic after emphasizing the
periodicity of the waveform. Periodic emphasis is aimed at
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eliminating the effects of formants in the resonance of saints
and emphasizing only the fundamental frequencies of excitons.
[2] [3] [4]
The most widely used method for pitch detection is
pitch detection by autocorrelation function. Equation 1 shows
the autocorrelation function.

(1)

The pitch detection in the frequency domain is a method of
detecting the fundamental frequency of the voiced sound by
measuring the harmonic interval of the voice spectrum. In
general, the spectrum is obtained in units of one frame (20 to
40ms), so that the noise is less influenced because noise is
fluctuated or background noise is averaged even in this
interval. However, the computation is complicated because it
requires the conversion process to the frequency domain in the
process. Increasing the number of FFT pointers to increase the
precision of the fundamental frequency increases the
processing time. The spectral harmonics of voiced sound are
characterized by the form of peak and valley each time an
integral multiple of the existing harmonics is generated, and a
slope from the fundamental frequency to the first formant
increases. The characteristics of the peak are different in
width and shape as the speaker's influence or voice changes.

EXPERIMENTS
In this study, we restored the speech signal by using similar
voice to the existing voice signal. Even if the oral structure is
similar, it can be difficult to follow the rhythm, vocal state,
and breathing if you adjust to the tone of voice. Conversely,
adjusting rhythm, vocal state, and breathing can interfere with
maintaining the basic voice tone. The following figures are
the result of comparing 5 sentences each of sound sources
similar to existing sound sources. As shown in the figure, the
fundamental frequency and the first formant are almost
similar but the third and fourth formants have different slopes.
As a result, as shown in all five sentences, we can see that the
rhythm, vocal state, and breathing cannot be uttered in the
same way as the conventional sound source by adjusting the
voice tone to the existing sound source.

[2] [3] [4]

Figure 2: Sound source comparison spectrogram similar to
existing sound source

When the fundamental harmonic is known, the formant
spectrum can be passed through Equation 3. Where K is the
spectral frequency range 0 -size. The flattened harmonic
spectrum obtained from this formant spectrum can be
expressed by Equation 4. [2] [3]
(2)

(3)

Figure 3: Sound source comparison spectrogram similar to
existing sound source

(4)
We propose a block diagram using the autocorrelation
function used in pitch detection and the pitch detection
method using harmonic flattening in the frequency domain in
time domain. This block diagram can be regarded as a
preprocessing process for voice reconstruction after pitch
detection.[2] [4][5][6][7][8]
Figure 4: Sound source comparison spectrogram similar to
existing sound source

Figure 1: time-frequency domain pitch detection block
diagram
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CONCLUSION
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memorials are performed to honor those who have received
the greatest or most popular love of the past. The voice has
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the oral structure is similar, it can be difficult to follow the
rhythm, vocal state, and breathing if you adjust to the tone of
voice. Conversely, adjusting rhythm, vocal state, and
breathing can interfere with maintaining the basic voice tone.
As a result of analysis, it can be seen that the fundamental
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cannot be uttered in the same way as the original sound source.
Based on this research, we aim to help voice restoration by
similar voice such as pitch control and background noise to
restore voice signal.
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